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1 For as long as I can remember, we as a population have never 
been satisfied with our dotGov.  Well, perhaps I should qualify 
that statement, for there are times when we have backed our 
dotGov – such as in the days of the Falklands War. 
  

 

2 In fact, wars are the very time when a dotGov feels the 
population is behind it.  In reality and looking back, it is only at 
these times.  That said it doesn’t work for every war.  Do you 
remember the Gulf War and all the opposition to it? 
 
PM Blair had a smell about him and it wasn’t nice.  He still has it! 
  

 

3 The recent film about Blair – or more accurately the GCHQ employee who 
exposed him – is a thoroughly good watch. PLUS – it’s a true story. 
It’s called Official Secrets and I have written about it recently.  
See The Yellow Poppy Movement. 
 
The man colluded with President Bush to take this country to war on a basis 
which was not legal.  A hideous concept – thinking of a war being legal – but 
that is how that war – or any modern war is defined.   
 

4 But this article is not about any past, current or future war – God save us!  
Instead, the focus of this article picks a subject which underlines just how 
incapable our political system is.  Because of it - It is time that the People of 
this country changed that political system.  And let’s be honest – whatever 
system the People might choose to replace it with, it could not be any worse 
than what we have and have endured for decades now.   
 

5 So, what’s the focus. 
Incompetency – pure and simple incompetency! 
The news this week is the PM – head of our Gov – has cancelled the 
horrendously expensive and some would say, ill-conceived, HS2 rail project.  
What he has cancelled, on behalf of his colleagues, is the East of England 
extension of the Hs2 rail link between Birmingham and Leeds.  
 

6 The BBC carried the story in anticipation of the Gov announcement. 
They said: 
“Sources said the impact of scrapping the Leeds leg of HS2 would make 
journeys longer by 20 minutes. 
But the government is set to argue the new plans will deliver comparable 
benefits more quickly and cheaply. 

https://www.imdb.com/video/vi4129995801?playlistId=tt5431890&ref_=tt_pr_ov_vi
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_39fe4df2857b40bbb110fbdf889d2a36.pdf
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-59292120
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A source told BBC political correspondent Nick Eardley they would show an 
"enormous amount of common sense". 
 
Firstly, that extra 20 min has got to be devasting!  I mean 20min!!! 
I wonder how much tax payer’s money was being used to shave 20min of a 
journey time – oh and for how many a day exactly, I ask?  The answers to 
these questions are going to come out over the coming weeks and I look 
forward to hearing the shameful reality.  That is, just to stick the shameful 
reality into the list we have all begun to markup on the scoreboard of shame.     
 
And the new plans – yes, I bet they will appear to support the new Gov spin 
on the whole sorry story.  Comparable benefits, delivered more quickly and 
more cheaply.  Well, that sounds good doesn’t it.  In fact, we should be 
congratulating our Gov for arriving at this decision.  The thing is ladies and 
gents – they should have arrived at that decision before they started the HS2 
project.  But they didn’t – and that failure fits the definition of incompetence.  
 
And then Nick Eardley, being the friendly BBC correspondent in the Gov PR 
department, talks about common sense.  No Nick – wrong.   
The description of common thieves comes a little closer to what I’m thinking. 
 
But hey, there is a little humour not to be missed here.  In any conversation 
about saving time – spending eye-watering sums of our money – by building 
a super-duper highspeed rail link as exciting as any sound - a certain 
advertising man comes to my mind.  Rory Sutherland. 
Have a listen to Rory’s take on the channel tunnel and the highspeed rail link 
into London.  He makes a very good point. 
 
Incidentally, Rory’s talk about Shreddies – yes that’s right, Shreddies – gives 
us a window on how our Gov attempts to sell us all something new – when it 
isn’t.  Our Gov is using exactly this tactic with its new scheme.  Its all the same 
lies – just told differently - and our Gov is all too good at delivering them - 
rather than the goods.    
     

7 There is more to be written about on this particular story and on so many 
fronts.  What it will be matched with is the other major rail project of our time.  
Crossrail. 
 
Now unlike HS2, this project was set to deliver untold benefits to huge 
numbers of travellers criss-crossing the capital and in a way – and at speeds 
- that would save time at a host of rail interchanges. 
 
But do you remember – within a few months of the grand-opening, it was 
announced that the project was going to be delayed by 18mths or more. 
WHAT! 
 
How can a blunder of this magnitude be possible? 
Well, it’s possible when the over-riding project manager is the incapable Gov. 
Yes, of course the contractors are partly to blame for this doggy’s dinner of a 
job - but the over-riding project manager are the guys we pay our taxes to.      
   

https://www.ted.com/talks/rory_sutherland_life_lessons_from_an_ad_man
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8 People of this country - we need a different system.  Our Gov is incapable, 
secret, non-transparent and as someone said – wholly unfit for purpose! 
 
Now being a positive sort, I refuse to waste my time heaping criticism on an 
organisation which is wholly incompetent – corrupt to the core in so many 
eyes – and anyway, hasn’t got a future.  What I am far more interested in is 
writing about a future without our Gov.  Some might call that anarchy. 
 
Merriam Webster define anarchy as: 

a. absence of government 
b. a state of lawlessness or political disorder  

due to the absence of governmental authority 
c:   a utopian society of individuals who enjoy complete freedom  

without government 
d.   absence or denial of any authority or established order 

anarchy prevailed in the war zone 
e.   absence of order: DISORDER 

not manicured plots but a wild anarchy of nature 
 
Let’s say we take A, C, only and leave the rest.  
 
And that is not the bonkers idea you might already be thinking that it is.  Yes 
of course we need some people in positions to carry out projects and 
basically do the bidding of the People.  And they would – carry out the 
bidding.   
Just for talking sake – I shall leave you with a mental picture to start you off. 
 
Imagine 

1. A body of people that are wholly responsible to the People 
2. A body of people that are totally accountable to the People 
3. A body of people that are appointed by the People 

It sounds familiar, but its not what we have currently. 
 
Now replace our Gov with an Administration that reports to the People. 
And that Administration works for the People and sits beneath the People. 
Not the other way around. 
 
OK – these are just the first few lines describing a new political system. 
I shall leave you – the reader - to add some of the other pieces necessary. 
 
Change is a wonderful thing - if it’s about improvement – and this idea IS. 
Before we can have it – that improvement-that change – we have to see it. 
I therefore encourage you to imagine that change. 
Once we all see it in our own mind’s eye, we can have it. 
And we can have it much sooner than most people might think. 
 
The reality – whatever political system the People decide in the near future 
to adopt - the current Gov and all those in it are definitely On The Rails.   
 
I have a growing sense – given all that is coming to light in one way or 
another - it will not end well for them.  
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PS1 FAWKES 
You might be wondering what this stands for exactly. 
Firstly, Guy Fawkes had a vision of doing away with those in our Gov. 
It was a bit brutal in 1605 and not what some envisage this time around. 
 
Secondly, we also see that there is a choice of direction to make ahead.  
There’s a Fawke in the road and I’m betting we will choose the RIGHT Fawke. 
The LEFT Fawke – which is described by Klaus Schwab – founder of that 
great and quite mysterious institution, The World Economic Forum is pushing 
for The Great Reset – and supported by so many politicians around the world 
- is not too attractive to the growing millions who are catching on to it. 
 
The fact that this mysterious WEF organisation comprises many outspoken 
politicians but steered by heads of all the global corporate giants in the 
world - including Jeff Bezos, Mark Zuckerberg and the highly suspect Bill 
Gates – not to mention a host of Big Pharma corporates - speaks loud 
enough to signal there is danger ahead. 
 
Build Back Better is their mantra. 
Sky News Australia explains more. 
Their strap line is – You Will Own Nothing - And You Will Be Happy.   
 
Well, how about – we the People will own what you own and we will be even 
happier!  To be honest, I’m not so worried about you boys or how you might 
feel about that.  The thing is – these people with so much wealth and political 
and medical influence – cannot be trusted any longer.  That new system is 
overdue.  The change will be enormous and so uplifting. 
.  

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

 By: David Charles 

 Source: Tetbury CONNECT: Magazine 

3 LINK: “Official Secrets”: Film trailer 

3 LINK: The Yellow Poppy Movement 

6 LINK: HS2 rail extension to Leeds set to be scrapped 

6 LINK: Rory Sutherland – Life lessons from an Ad Man 

PS1 LINK: Sky News: ‘You will own nothing, and you will be happy’:  
Warnings of ‘Orwellian’ Great Reset 

PS1 LINK: WEF: The Great Reset 

 FURTHER READING 

 LINK: HS2 and Crossrail chairman resigns 

https://www.weforum.org/great-reset
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NcAO4-o_4Ug
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NcAO4-o_4Ug
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/magazine
https://www.imdb.com/video/vi4129995801?playlistId=tt5431890&ref_=tt_pr_ov_vi
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_39fe4df2857b40bbb110fbdf889d2a36.pdf
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-59292120
https://www.ted.com/talks/rory_sutherland_life_lessons_from_an_ad_man
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NcAO4-o_4Ug
https://www.weforum.org/great-reset
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-46460025
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 LINK: Crossrail could be delayed until autumn 2021 
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-51012591
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/connect-m3

